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ADJOINT-BASED SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR REACTOR ACCIDENT CODES

C. V. Parks

This paper summarizes a recently completed study1 that identified and

investigated the difficulties and limitations of applying first-order

adjoint sensitivity methods to reactor accident codes. The work extends

earlier adjoint sensitivity formulations and applications2"^ to consider

problem/model discontinuities in a general fashion, provide for response

(R) formulations required by reactor safety applications, and provide a

scheme for accurately handling extremely time-sensitive reactor accident

responses. The scheme involves partitioning (dividing) the model into sub-

models (with separate defining equations and initial conditions) at the

location of the parameter(a)-dependent discontinuity. Successful parti-

tioning moves the problem dependence on the discontinuity location from the

whole model system equations to the initial conditions of the second submo-

del.

The adjoint system and sensitivity expressions developed were ini-

tially tested with a simple model of a loss-of-decay heat-removal accident

in a GCFH. The accident code (FASTGAS) models the reactor kinetics, adia-

batic heating of fuel pins, and core slumping with ordinary differential

equations. Model discontinuities occurred at initiation of fuel melting

(t ) and at initiation (t.) and termination (t2) of melt-front controlled

slumping. Sensitivity coefficients from the adjoint code were obtained

using the base case of Ref. 5 for the threshold times—t (a), t1 ( a), and

t_( a ) — , the peak power, and the energy at peak power. Since the accident

transient evolved from a very slowly changing (order of minutes) transient

for t<t to a very rapidly changing (order of milliseconds) transient for

t>tp, the power and energy responses (at t>t«) were extremely sensitive to



movements of the discontinuities and provided severe tests of the userul-

ness of the partitioning scheme. By comparing with direct recalculations,

it was discovered that the partitioned adjoint code version (ADJGAS-P) pro-

duced the best sensitivity results because of numerical problems with the

unpartitioned version (ADJGAS). For example, ADJGAS-P provided an accurate

slumping worth sensitivity coefficient of 0.195 for the energy response,

while ADJGAS provided an erroneous value of 1.512. The error is primarily

a result of cancellation between two very large (̂ 10 ) integral contribu-

tions to the sensitivity, i.e., 5534.147 - 5532.635 = 1.512.

FASTGAS was also used to investigate various methods for evaluating

function responses,1* e.g., time- or space-dependent responses, that have

significance in reactor safety applications. The methods studied involved

(1) expanding the responses in a Fourier or Taylor series and (2) generat-

ing a spline fit based on adjoint results at fixed (functional) locations

in the response profile. The energy profile from t=t_ to t=t (time at

peak power) was used for the investigation. The spline fit and Legendre

expansions proved to be the best methods in terms of both accuracy ana ease

of use. The economic advantage is with the spline fit because it required

fewer adjoint calculations and the adjoint source was easier to formulate

and implement.

Upon completion of the work with FASTGAS, an adjoint version (VENUS-

AD J) of the existing VENUS-II fast reactor disassembly code6 was developed.

VENUS-II is a two-dimensional coupled neutronic-Lagrangian hydrodynamics

program for modeling core disruption from the onset of prompt-critical con-

ditions to the termination of the power burst. The VENUS-ADJ code was

validated with direct recalculations using a variety of end-of-excursion

responses that are most closely linked to the damage potential—total

energy, pressure at core center, energy in the molten fuel, and work



potentials from isentropic fuel vapor expansion to 1 atm (W1) and to the

cover gas volume. The base case excursion used for validation is from an

earlier sensitivity study7 and involved a $100/s ramp rate in a sodium-

voided FFTF core. Some results from VENUS-ADJ and direct recalculations

are provided in Table 1 for the W.. Sensitivity coefficients are presented

for scale factor parameter changes while response differentials (i.e., per-

turbations) are presented for new program functions (e.g., vapor pressure

functions) where the changes are time- and space-dependent. Also, response

differentials are shown for the fuel melting temperature and initial fuel

temperature distribution because scale factor changes in these parameters

cause nonlinear changes in the initial energy distribution which are

accounted for in VENUS-ADJ. The response changes from VENUS-ADJ for the

vapor pressure functions only provide correct trends as opposed to accurate

results because the base case adjoint solution is only a crude approxima-

tion to the importance value that would be obtained if the new vapor pres-

sure function were used.

Results of this study indicate that adjoint methods are a viable

alternative for reactor accident sensitivity analysis. Current efforts are

directed towards using the exact response derivatives as part of an overall

procedure for generating nonlinear response surfaces covering the large

range of uncertainty found in postulated reactor accident models.



Table 1. Major Sensitivity Results for the Work Potential From
Fuel Vapor Expansion to 1 atm, Wi = 2.235-108J
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Parameter11
ai

Initial reactivity
B

P 0

P o

Doppler coefficient
Initial fuel density

(total core)

Reactivity insertion rate
Initial fuel density

(inner core)
Fuel heat capacity

86
Initial fuel density

(outer core)
Vapor pressure function #1
Vapor pressure function #2
Vapor pressure function #3
Vapor pressure function #4
Fuel melting temperature

Initial fuel temperature
distribution
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0
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1
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0
-0
1
-1
0
-0
1

-1
10

-10

V

.1

.1

.0

.0

.1

.1

.0

.0

.0

.0

Exact Response
Change, % of

Base Case Value

-27.2
-16.2
-31.4
-44.0
7.3
-6.7
6.4
-5.7
-6.6
7.1
-4.7
4.8
10,7

-14.2

VENUS-ADJ
Predicted

Response Change,
% of Base
Case Value

-44.1
-23.6
-65.9
-132.8

8.9
-8.9
7.9
-7.9
-8.7
8.7

-6.6
6.6
10.6

-10.6

Several "parameters" with Sa values are actually scale factors for the
noted input spatial distribution or function.

bs = ̂ '^-
a. da. R
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